Note: Best to attach Bistro tables prior to ganging to additional models. If there is an electrical option, install electrical into the top of the Spine/s prior to attaching the Bistro table. Recommended two or more persons be used to move, align, and gang the Bistro table to the upholstered unit.

Identify the desired side of spine specified to attach the Bistro table. Using a tape measure and black marker, locate the four (4) holes in the spine. See(Figure A) below for the hole locations per model. Mark according to your model.

Figure A

For Spine Model: N87AAA3N, N87AS1A3N, N87AS2A36
Assembly Instruction

Bistro Table Installation

For Spine Model: N87LALAR, N87LSALAR

Left of Right side attachment

Make certain the correct side is identified. The upholstery will be cut! It can NOT be repaired once it is cut.

Center Attachment location

For Spine Model: N87TA, N87TSA

Make certain the correct side is identified. The upholstery will be cut! It can NOT be repaired once it is cut.
Bistro Table Installation

2 Using an ice pick tool, pierce through the upholstery to verify the hole location where each mark was made on the spine. If the ice pick does not go all the way through the frame, continue piercing on the general location until the hole is found. Repeat process to find all four (4) holes.

3 Use an X-Acto Knife or scissors to cut the upholstery and foam in each of the four (4) identified locations. Cut a 1" inch diameter hole around each located T-nut. Be sure that each threaded T-nut in the spine is clear and free from obstruction of upholstery, and foam so the attachment bolts can easily be fastened (Figure B).

Figure B

Cut four (4) 1"-Diameter holes around the T-nut location.

Join Bistro Table to Spine

4 Select the Color Bolts for the Bistro table attachment, that best matches the color of the units legs.

5 Align the four (4) plastic spacers with the holes in the upholstered spine.

6 Position the Bistro table to the front surface of the spine. Align all Four (4) holes in the top to the holes in the spine. **Be sure the horizontal work surface is rearward for proper orientation** (Figure C).

7 Insert the four (4) bolts through the front surface of the bistro table. Through each plastic spacer into the threaded nut in the upholstered spine. Hand tighten each bolt.

8 Tighten each bolt using a 5/16" or a 4mm Hex Wrench

9 Level Unit.

Proper product installation, in accordance with these instructions, is the responsibility of the installing agent. If you have any questions concerning these instructions, please call National Customer Service.